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STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND FACTS 

Steven Bateman, the former mayor of the City of Homestead, Florida, seeks 

the granting of discretionary review based on the plain and unambiguous conflict 

among districts on the same important question of law. Accordingly, this 

jurisdictional brief supports his application for Supreme Court review of his 

convictions and sentence. 

This case arises from an investigation of then-Mayor Bateman, focusing on 

his active support of a noncontroversial City of Homestead sewage pump upgrade 

project that was of undisputed benefit to the residents and business of the City of 

Homestead. The project had long been contentious due to an existing moratorium on 

economic development within the City. The sewage pump was forty years old, had 

cracks in it, could not efficiently handle new or increased connections, and was 

subject to an Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) moratorium prohibiting 

newly constructed or rehabilitated buildings from connecting to the pumping station 

(App. 5). In 2012, the Homestead City Council approved full funding for the 

necessary pump station upgrade project and submitted design plans to Miami-Dade 

County’s Department of Environmental Resource Management (DERM) (App. 6).  

The Community Health, Inc. of South Florida (CHI), a respected non-profit 

organization providing healthcare services for underserved and low income South 

Florida residents, was expanding several of its facilities in order to better serve its 
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target population. CHI had multiple construction projects pending that would assist 

in its mission of delivering quality health care. CHI and Bateman entered into an 

open, publicly known consulting agreement for Bateman to advise and assist CHI 

with its expansion and multiple construction projects (App. 6).1 One such project 

included a children’s crisis center being developed in Homestead. CHI had secured 

public funding from Miami-Dade County, but the City was unable to issue a 

construction permit because the planned location was in a moratorium neighborhood 

adversely impacted by the 40-year-old deteriorated and minimally functioning pump 

station (App. 5). CHI sought County approval of the City’s pumping station plans, 

so the City could upgrade its pump station and enable new connections to the water 

and sewer system. Once that occurred, CHI and the other pending development 

projects in the City could proceed with building the children’s crisis center.  

In a meeting with the Miami-Dade County Mayor in his capacity as the Mayor 

of the City of Homestead, petitioner Bateman discussed the status of the City’s 

building permit and requested that DERM expedite the process of deciding if the 

County could issue a construction permit for the upgrade project. Significantly, the 

decision below does not accuse Bateman of asking County leadership to circumvent 

the permitting process or otherwise improperly issue a permit.  

                                      
1 As a part-time mayor, Bateman was allowed to have outside employment 

and income. 
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The appellate decision cites Bateman’s failure to disclose his consulting 

agreement with CHI and his failure to remind the County Mayor of CHI’s interest 

in building the County-funded children’s crisis center in that Homestead 

neighborhood, once the malfunctioning pump station was upgraded. Furthermore, in 

his time sheets submitted to CHI as its consultant, Bateman included two entries that 

billed a total of fourteen hours in connection with preparation for, attendance at, and 

follow up from this meeting with the County Mayor, his staff, and City officials.  

Based on this conduct, a grand jury returned a five-count indictment. Bateman 

prevailed in the lower court on the majority of counts, leaving only one count of 

bribery and one count of violating Miami-Dade County’s ordinance by failing to 

register as a lobbyist. Bateman was sentenced to 22 months imprisonment and 

remains on appellate bond as of the filing of this jurisdictional brief. On direct 

appeal, the Third District affirmed (App. 11-12). Bateman unsuccessfully moved for 

rehearing and rehearing en banc. 

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

The central issue in this prosecution was whether Mayor Bateman’s 

employment with CHI was legitimate. The Third District’s decision concedes that 

the trial testimony proved Bateman “entered into a consulting agreement to act as a 

private consultant to advise and assist CHI with its expansion and multiple 

construction projects.” (App. 6). Notwithstanding the legitimacy of his consulting 
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services, the Third District affirmed Bateman’s convictions because the State 

identified circumstantial evidence from which it could be inferred the contract was 

illegitimate. Discretionary jurisdiction exists to review this important legal issue 

because the decision expressly and directly conflicts with the decisions of other 

district courts of appeal on the same question of law. 

The decision conflicts with Marlo Investments, Inc. v. Verne, 227 So. 2d 58, 

60 (Fla. 4th DCA 1969). Under Marlo Investments, Inc., inferences from 

circumstantial evidence must evaporate when direct evidence proves the contrary. 

By contrast, under the decision below, guilty inferences from circumstantial 

evidence do not evaporate, but are controlling, even in the face of contrary direct 

evidence. 

The decision also conflicts with Egberongbe v. State, 765 So. 2d 108, 109 

(Fla. 1st DCA 2000). Under Egberongbe, the circumstantial evidence must clearly 

contradict direct testimony to sustain a conviction. Under the decision below, the 

prosecution need only present some, even marginal, evidence contradicting the 

direct evidence to sustain a conviction. That is an entirely different standard that 

effectively lowers the prosecution’s burden of proof. 
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ARGUMENT 

I. The Decision Below Expressly And Directly Conflicts With Decisions 

From The Second And Fourth District Courts Of Appeal On The Same 

Question Of Law. 

Section 838.015(2), Florida Statutes, targets public officials who corruptly 

request, solicit, or accept money for exerting influence on another official. The crime 

focuses on the corrupt receipt of money. At its core, Section 838.015 defines a fraud 

crime. “[W]hen a public servant’s performance of his public duty is corruptly 

‘bought’ as contemplated by Section 838.016(1), then a fraud has been committed 

on the members of the public who have the right to expect their public servants to 

perform their public duties uninfluenced by such actions.” Alvarez v. State, 800 So. 

2d 237, 238 (Fla. 3d DCA 2001). 

The Florida Legislature has carefully defined “corruptly” as “acting 

knowingly and dishonestly for a wrongful purpose.” § 838.014(4), Fla. Stat. 

Carelessness, negligence, and mistake are conspicuously absent from that definition. 

And the statute does not punish human error, or part-time public officials who 

innocently engage in isolated instances of merging their public duties with their 

private employment. 

At issue in Count II was whether Bateman corruptly accepted compensation 

from CHI for exerting influence on Miami-Dade County officials to expedite the 

pump station permit (App. 10). The decision below acknowledged that the testimony 
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at trial was that Bateman entered into a consulting agreement to assist CHI with its 

various expansion projects and multiple construction projects (App. 6). It further 

acknowledged that the prosecution presented no conflicting direct or testimonial 

evidence of Bateman’s contract being illegitimate (App. 11). The prosecution relied 

solely on “guilty” inferences from circumstantial evidence. The opinion nonetheless 

affirmed the conviction, finding the circumstantial evidence allowed “a rational trier 

of fact [to] find beyond a reasonable doubt that Bateman’s agreement to accept 

money from CHI was made with corrupt intent.” (App. 11). The Third District 

decision recites a listing of only circumstantial evidence from which a juror could 

infer Bateman’s contract was not legitimate, despite clear direct evidence to the 

contrary (App. 11). 

The Third District’s conclusion that the jury could rely on a guilty inference, 

to the exclusion of the contrary direct testimony from the witnesses and documents 

at trial, is in direct conflict with Marlo Investments, Inc. v. Verne, 227 So. 2d 58, 60 

(Fla. 4th DCA 1969), and the decision’s analytical framework conflicts with 

Egberongbe v. State, 765 So. 2d 108, 109 (Fla. 1st DCA 2000). 

A. Marlo Investments, Inc. v. Verne, 227 So. 2d 58, 60 (Fla. 4th DCA 

1969). 

The tenant in Marlo Investments, Inc. sued the landlord after slipping on loose 

pebbles in the common passageway. 227 So. 2d at 59. The issue “was the sufficiency 

of the evidence reflecting that the landlord knew or should have known of the 
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existence of the pebbles which was the dangerous condition causing the wife to fall.” 

Id. at 60. The trial testimony was that there were no pebbles on the ground at any 

time prior to the tenant’s fall. Id.  

The tenant sought to establish otherwise, by identifying circumstantial 

evidence from which it could be inferred that the landlord knew of should have 

known about pebbles being on the ground, Id.:  

[T]hat after the fall it was noticed that upon occasion when it rained 

rocks would wash off the roof into the area; that the weather records 

reflect instances of rain during the month in question; the testimony of 

plaintiffs that they had not witnessed any hall maintenance during their 

tenancy; and the testimony of defendant's maintenance man that there 

were gaps in his cleaning schedule.” 

The Fourth District began its discussion by defining circumstantial evidence: 

“Circumstantial evidence is based upon inferences drawn from established facts.” 

Id. It further noted that “A fact may be established by circumstantial evidence as 

effectively and as conclusively as it may be proved by direct evidence.” Id. But in 

this case, “any inference that rain washed rocks from the roof which accumulated on 

the floor where they existed for a time sufficient to put the defendant upon notice is 

dispelled as a matter of law in the face of the testimony that such accumulation did 

not exist.” Id. at 60. The court reasoned that “when there is direct evidence that 

proves the contrary, the inferences from circumstantial evidence must evaporate.” 

The Third District’s decision below stands in stark contrast to this decision. 

The Third District failed to adhere to the extant rule of law that the State-articulated 
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inferences of illegitimacy were dispelled as a matter of law by the contrary direct 

trial evidence of the contract’s legitimacy. The Third District did just the opposite. 

The direct evidence of Bateman innocently and legitimately contracting with CHI 

evaporated because of the State’s identification of supposedly contrary inferences 

solely from circumstantial evidence.  

B. Egberongbe v. State, 765 So. 2d 108, 109 (Fla. 1st DCA 2000). 

The decision further conflicts with Egberongbe v. State, 765 So. 2d 108, 109 

(Fla. 1st DCA 2000), on the proper analytical framework. The Second District 

requires that circumstantial evidence clearly contradict contrary direct evidence to 

sustain a conviction. The defendant in Egberongbe was charged with second-degree 

murder. The only direct prosecution evidence implicated another person as the 

perpetrator of the crime. The State relied solely on scientific and other circumstantial 

evidence to prove the defendant’s guilt. The trial court denied the motion for 

judgment of acquittal. The Second District reversed, reasoning that the State’s 

evidence was insufficient because “the scientific and circumstantial evidence 

presented by the state did not clearly contradict that [direct] testimony.” (emphasis 

added). 

In this case, the Third District only required that the “State present[] 

competent substantial evidence contradicting Bateman’s theory.” (App. 8). It did 

not require that the circumstantial evidence “clearly contradict” the contrary direct 
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evidence of the contract’s legitimacy.  

Based on these conflicts, this Court has and should exercise jurisdiction. 

II. Reasons Why This Court Should Exercise Its Discretionary Jurisdiction. 

This Court should exercise its discretion and correct what has become a severe 

injustice for several reasons. First, this public corruption case is emblematic of the 

unique problems raised in public corruption prosecutions. This case investigation 

began with an audit of Bateman’s CHI billing records. The audit of 193 billing 

entries, spread over 70 invoices, uncovered only 7 potential instances of cross-over 

work, in which Bateman seemed to include time billed to CHI for work actually 

performed in his official capacity as mayor. These problematic billings represented 

4% of his work for CHI. But as charged, Count II concerned only 2% of Bateman’s 

CHI billings, or a total value of $1,750. Stated differently, this corruption 

prosecution at its core concerns a 2% error rate.  

Second, The Third District’s endorsement of a list of inferences from 

circumstantial evidence as trumping the contrary direct proof rendered Bateman’s 

case unconstitutionally unfair. No matter how many State-called witnesses testified 

that Bateman’s contract was genuinely negotiated, properly approved, and earnestly 

implemented, the circumstantial slivers of doubt saved the prosecution’s day, 

contrary to the prevailing Florida rule of law. And no matter how much 

corroborating physical evidence the jury received, including the remaining 187 
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unchallenged billing entries reflecting legitimate work, the contract itself, and the 

CHI board minutes memorializing the board’s active participation in the formation 

of the terms of Bateman’s consulting agreement, this compelling evidence of 

contract legitimacy could be overcome by the strategy of deconstructing the 

evidence and parsing inferences of guilt from every possible piece of circumstantial 

evidence.  

CONCLUSION 

Our elected leaders who dedicate time and effort to serve the public interest 

often stir controversy and suspicion because of their position, leadership style, and 

political views. Care must be taken in accusing them of wrongdoing. Guilty 

inferences from circumstantial evidence only confirm the public’s deep distrust of 

politicians, and the courts must carefully evaluate the merits and strength of the 

evidence before jailing a public official. 

This Court has jurisdiction based on a clear, direct, and irreconcilable conflict 

with decisions from other district courts of appeal on the same question of law. The 

Court should exercise its jurisdiction to correct this erroneous decision. 

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 

Undersigned counsel certifies that the type used in this brief is 14-point 

proportionately spaced Times New Roman. 

     Respectfully submitted, 
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